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For Liz and Sarah,  

for being the answer to a wife’s prayer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A Mystery Dinner Party  

by NoahDavid Lein 
 

and Book for

NAFCAR Drivers Union President 

~ Use paperclips to secure pages ~ 

 

 



~ ~

 

Thank you for hosting this mystery dinner party! You and your 

guests are in for a hilarious time as you solve the mystery behind 

the strange death of Burt Pabsthardt.  

As host of The Last Lap of Burt Pabsthardt, you play an essential 

role in the story. To prepare your home for tonight’s dinner, set 

up a large table where all characters can see each other and 

interact comfortably. The table will hold drinks, food, and 

evidence during tonight’s activities. Also, make sure there is 

ample space for the characters to stand and mingle about in the 

kitchen and surrounding areas.   

You may prepare any type of food you wish or even invite your 

guests to bring a dish or drinks of their own. No matter how the 

food is prepared, it must be served in the following 

sequence:  

1. Drinks 

2. Salad 

3. Appetizer / First Course 

4. Main Entrée 

5. Dessert 

   

Continue reading on to the next page.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

~ ~

 

Throughout your Host Book there are Checkered Flags to guide 

you. When you see a         , read the directions to yourself and 

follow them to keep the evening going smoothly! 

With each of the five courses, clues are revealed or discovered. 

Each book contains two pages per Course – the first tells more 

of each characters story, and the second explains what each 

character should reveal and keep secret. Some pages will include 

evidence for the character to share. 

 During each Course, make sure each character is given 

the chance to speak and share his/her information.  

 Remind the Guests, during each Course, that they should 

not turn past the “Stop” sign until told to do so. 

When your guests finally arrive, welcome them by their 

character names. Invite newly arrived guests to enjoy a drink and 

mingle until everyone arrives.  When you decide to have 

everyone sit it may be random or arranged – it is your 

preference and it will not affect the mystery.  

 

 

Only turn the page when all Guests have arrived. 

 



~ ~

Now that your guests are here, welcome them and 

remind them of the sad cause for this gathering of loved 

ones: the death of Burt Pabsthardt: 

Read:  “We are here tonight because stock car driver Burt 

Pabsthardt seemed to be on top of the world. Finishing top 5 in 

almost every race, he was poised to win professional racing’s 

most coveted prize: NAFCAR’s Carburetor Cup – until the 

Albuquerque 400. On the last lap of NAFCAR’s signature race, 

Burt was in the lead, pushed along by his partner, Dusty 

Torque. But as he rounded the final turn into the home stretch 

he spun out of control, ramming the wall at over 200 miles per 

hour and flipping upside-down. Burt was pronounced dead at 

the scene.  

  Tonight, we are gathered to mourn the death of our colleague 

and friend. But we are also gathered to explore the mysteries 

surrounding his untimely demise. Why did he spin out of control 

and crash into the wall? Who could have profited from his 

death?  After a lengthy inspection, it has been determined that 

Burt’s racecar was fully functional when it crashed. If there was 

a malfunction in his racecar, it was well-hidden. Burt’s autopsy 

revealed that he died from the blunt trauma to the head and 

neck when his car hit the wall at 200 miles per hour. That much 

is obvious. However, NAFCAR and the Drivers Union is still not 

satisfied with this explanation of Burt Pabsthardt’s death. He 

was an exemplary driver who would never just turn into the 

wall on the last lap of a race like that. Burt was meant to die 

that night – and someone doesn’t want the authorities to find 

out about it.”  

Turn the page and continue! 
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~  ~

 

Distribute each Role Book to the person playing that 

particular character.  

Read the following Instructions to your Guests: 

 

“Tonight’s dinner will be served in 5 Courses. For each Course, 

your Role Book contains 2 pages for you to read: the first page 

will tell you more about your character. The second page gives 

you information to keep secret, if possible, and information to 

reveal about other characters.  

Some pages may include an envelope with evidence. This 

information will be underlined and include  

an envelope symbol to remind you to share it.  

At the end of each Course you will find a Stop sign – do not turn 

past this stop sign until I tell you to do so. Make sure you share 

everything for that Course before we move on to the next one. 

You may open your Role Book to Course 1. Read the 

information about your character and then help yourself to a 

drink or a refill.”  

 

Turn the page to Course 1! 



~ ~ 

 

 

  After 22 years, 7 Carburetor Cup Titles, 16 World Records, and 

3 marriages, it was time for you to hang up the spurs. Patti 

Patterson was NAFCAR’S greatest racer no more. 

 

  Now you serve as the Drivers Union President, negotiating 

with the backward National Association of Fast Car Auto 

Racing (NAFCAR) on behalf of drivers like Burt Pabsthardt. 

Burt’s death may have taken the rest of the world by surprise, 

but to you it was completely expected. The man was an accident 

waiting to happen.  

 

  But he was a damned successful accident waiting to happen. 

And he made you a wealthy woman, by golly. 

 

 After guests have read the information for Course 1, say:  

“While most of know each other, let’s go around 

the table and introduce ourselves.”  

 

Feel free to introduce yourself or pick on someone 

talkative to get the conversation going.  

 

Once everyone has shared, say:  

“If you find an envelope in your book, look for 

underlined text – this explains what is in the 

envelope and why you should share it!” 

~ ~ 

 

 

 

   Keep It Secret:  

You have no secrets left. 

 

 

 

Voting Instructions: 

 

Collect the votes and count them, announcing for whom 

the group voted.  

 

If the group is correct, the Killer is “caught” and will 

announce that he/she has indeed been caught, and why 

he/she committed the murder.  

 

*Note: if the Killer is correctly identified, the 

Mystery may not be over – the Killer will explain 

this.   

 

If the group is incorrect, then the Killer “escapes” 

and the mystery is left unsolved!  

 

(Of course, if the group demands to know the answer, 

you can turn to the Solution page and spoil the 

mystery….) 



~ ~ 

 

In Course 5 there is no new information to “Make 

Known”, so focus the conversation on the identity of the 

killer with open discussion and accusations.  

 

  Who knows how long the racing records of Patti Patterson will 

stand in the halls of NAFCAR? They came within less than a 

lap of being shattered, but now seem even more immoveable 

with the death of Burt Pabsthardt and triumph of Savannah 

Wallace.  

 

  You respected Burt, reckless as he was. He was a surgeon with 

a V-8 and intimidated opponents who probably shouldn’t have 

raced in the first place. He was a winner, like you, and deserved 

his place in the Hall of Fame.  

 

  For now, work on that gambling addiction and help these good 

folks find Burt’s killer. They’ll need all the help they can get.  

 

 

Once the conversation begins to wrap up (or the hour 

gets quite late!) suggest that a vote be held. To initiate 

the vote, pass out one voting ballot to each guest, 

including one for yourself or the person playing Pat(ti) 

Patterson.  

 

Instructions for Course 5 voting continue on the next 

page.  

~ ~ 

 

  

Keep It Secret: 

  Federal law prohibits a union president like you from betting 

on and profiting from the races of an athlete you represent – 

such as Burt. But that hasn’t stopped you, has it? 

 

 

Make It Known:  

  Burt was gathering odd characters like flies, including that 

preacher, Rev. Solomon. Solomon sure liked to work with 

wayward athletes and celebrities – especially ones that ended 

up dying under mysterious circumstances. Was Burt just 

another celebrity account that dried up?   

 

 

You have a document that proves this.   

 

 
 

 

 

 

Once all has been shared for Course 1, announce that 

Salad will be served. Instruct everyone to turn to and 

read Course 2:  Salad while you serve the next course.  

 



~ ~ 

 

Course 2 continues like Course 1, with characters sharing 

what should be “Made Known” and withholding their  

“Secrets” from the group. Guests may need to be 

reminded that underlined text and the                

symbol indicates that they should open the attached 

envelope and share the evidence inside, and that a Stop 

sign indicates they should not turn the page any further. 

  It pays to know the right people. And as union president, you 

know quite a few of them. The week before the race, another 

driver sent you a piece of advice: “Avoid Pabsthardst like a 

disease.” It seems that this driver knew something you didn’t.  

 

  Not only was the pastor a suspicious character to keep around, 

that little pipsqueak Buster Pistenn had been making trouble 

again. A few months back, at the Little Rock 250, Buster 

somehow made his way onto the track mid-race in a kiddie go-

kart. Twelve cars crashed avoiding the little brat. To no one’s 

surprise, when Burt confronted the crazed fan about his stunt 

and shunned him, Buster got really, really angry. 

 

 

 

 

 

~ ~ 

Keep It Secret:  

  When a majority of NAFCAR’S drivers united and begged you 

to do something about Burt, you balked. Burt was making you 

rich in the betting houses. But the pay-outs on Pabsthardt 

began to dwindle once his winning became agonizingly 

predictable. Your profits turned to pennies on the dollar, and 

your loyalty to Burt waned.   

 

Make It Known:  

  During the investigation that immediately followed Burt’s 

death, you inspected the Torque Motorsports garage yourself. In 

a locker, you found a pair of Albert’s race-day coveralls. On the 

arms were generous traces of yellowish brake fluid – the same 

kind used in Burt’s racecar. Had Albert been reckless – or even 

malicious – with Burt’s brake-lines? 

 
 

Once all has been shared for Course 4, read:  “Before 

Dessert, everyone should turn to the final page of 

your booklet, “Course 5: Dessert,” and read it. You 

may read Course 5 now.”  

 

 

 

 

 
 



~ ~ 

 

Course 4 continues like Course 3. 

 

However, the Course will end differently than the others. 

Read the instructions on the next page BEFORE serving 

the final course, Dessert.  

 

 

  When you watched the great Burt Pabsthardt die, you were 

stunned. The tip had been right – and you were going to be rich.  

 

  But you felt terrible. All your records were safe, sure, but at 

what cost? There were a thousand ways Burt could have failed 

to finish the race without dying. Now racing was without one of 

its most dynamic participants.  

 

  You knew the other racers had to be relieved. Burt caused 

frequent wrecks with his daring moves and intimidating 

presence. Was it possible that someone had meant for Burt to 

crash that night? You couldn’t shake a nagging feeling that 

someone indeed had.  

 

  As the investigation launched, you wanted to know more. 

Perhaps there could be justice for Burt, after all. 

 

 

 

~ ~ 

 

Keep It Secret:  

  While Burt was making you rich, he was a menace to the 

safety of other drivers – and they were fed up. After Dusty 

approached you with the drivers’ concern, you considered all 

options, including a ‘staged’ accident like the one that took his 

life in Albuquerque.  

 

Make It Known:  

  Buster had no problem endangering the lives of your racers in 

Little Rock and perhaps this group should be reminded of 

Buster’s deeds.  What if he pulled another stunt like that one, 

only this time it took Burt’s life?  

 
 

 

Once all has been shared for Course 2, say: “Tonight’s 

Appetizer is being served in the Kitchen and 

everyone is welcome to serve themselves.”  

 

Each guest should rise and proceeds to serve him/herself. 

Once everyone has served themselves, instruct everyone 

to turn to and read “Course 3: First Course”.   

 

 

 

 



~ ~ 

 

Course 3 continues like Course 2, with characters sharing 

what should be “Made Known” and withholding their 

“Secrets” from the group.  

 

 

 

 

  It didn’t take long for your gambling problem to rear their ugly 

head. The thrill of being racing’s most beloved figure was a high 

that couldn’t be matched by the dull grind of retirement.  

 

  When union work wasn’t gobbling up your time you hit the 

blackjack table. When that wore off, you tried and failed at 

high-stakes poker. Finally you threw caution to the wind and 

started betting on your own racers – an act punishable by prison 

time.  

 

  But it felt good to be putting it all on the line again. To feel the 

sting of danger biting at you. There’s no way it could come back 

to hurt you in the long run – right?   

 

 

 

 

 

 

~ ~ 

 

Keep It Secret:  

  The night before the Albuquerque 400 you withdrew your 

generous wager on Burt winning the Carburetor Cup and 

replaced it with a new one – a bet on Savannah Wallace to win 

it all.  

 

  When Burt hit the wall, you hit the jackpot. 

 

 

Make It Known:  

  As your guests’ emotions begin to really flare up, remind them 

of the facts of Burt’s death:  

 He spun out of control on the last lap. 

 Dusty was behind him; Savannah was alongside Dusty 

trying to make a move.  

 No one heard a sound from Burt on the radio during the 

entire last lap. 

 Burt was dead when the paramedics reached him in his 

car. There were no burns on his body. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

Once all has been shared for Course 3, announce that the 

evening’s Main Entrée will be served. Instruct everyone 

to turn to and read “Course 4: Main Entrée” while you 

serve the next course. Read  your own text of “Course 4” 

once the rest of your guests have been served. 


